
   KCBA archives update report 

 

 

Report of changes to archive since the January 2020 committee meeting. 

 

In the KCBA people section articles mentioned in the January 2020 report for Gordon 

Hammond, a former vice chairman, and his wife Doris, and Steve Barnfield were 

added soon after the meeting. Since January articles have been added for Hugh & 

William Arnold (who presented the Arnold Cup), Liz Blande, Andrew Larsky (the 

Larsky Cup donated in his memory) and Ian Ottley (former vice president). An article 

for Chris Wall should be added in the next few days. The article for Andrew Larsky 

includes many details researched by Simon Westerman of Tyler Hill Bridge Club.  

In addition, updated versions of a couple of the older articles have been added 

reflecting some extra details found. An article for Stuart Tredinnick should be added 

soon. 

 

The trophy winners section has had the few 2020 winners so far decided added and 

Larsky winners should be added in next few days.  

 

In the National Successes section a few results from over the years have come to light 

and have been added. 

 

The KCBA history document has been updated and the new version is now on the 

website. 

 

The KCBA officers section has been updated although there are still some gaps for 

deputy chairman / vice president and treasurer in particular. 

 

The Tollemache section has had 2020 final results added. 

 

There are still fourteen sections in the archive covering many different elements of 

our history over the last 80 years or so. At present there are no further sections being 

planned, although it is hoped in the near future some details from old committee 

minutes might be added. 

 

The number of hits for KCBA archive pages on the website so far this year has 

averaged over 1000 per month, which is over 30 per day. This is a slight increase 

from last year. 

 

 

 

Gerald Soper 

 

7 September 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


